
Unilever and Percolate:  
An Efficient Global Pilot



Effective, efficient, and consistent content marketing is a universal challenge 
for brands. Unilever faces additional complexity given the global scale of the 
company, the number of distinct brands and agency partners, and the varying 
levels of resource availability and marketing expertise around the world. 

In 2013, Unilever started to partner with Percolate to help solve this challenge. 
Percolate is the system of record for marketing, enabling organizations to 
build effective and consistent brands, regardless of organizational complexity 
or resource constraints. 

This case study will walk through specific examples of how Percolate has 
helped Unilever, focusing on a pilot which saw three brands and fifteen 
markets use Percolate to improve the performance of their social content, 
leading to increases in engagement, gains in efficiency, and across-the-board 
improvement in brand consistency. 

Overview



GLOBAL CONTENT CREATION 

Over the last few years, Unilever developed its presence across key social 
platforms, with Facebook as the priority. Today, all of Unilever’s billion Euro 
brands have an active Facebook presence, and collectively the company has 
amassed hundreds of millions of Fans. Unilever aims to evolve its brand 
communications to meet the modern media landscape, creating experiences 
that truly connect with consumers and help to build brand love.  

Creating content for and managing this network required significant resources 
from agency partners and Unilever brand teams. Ensuring strategies were 
consistently understood and deployed across markets was a challenge. 

With 400 brands spanning 14 categories of home, personal care, and food 
products, Unilever has built some of the most well-known and loved brands in 
the world. To help build these brands on digital channels, a huge amount of 
investment has been required: hundreds of people are actively involved in the 
content creation process, generating more than 360 posts per day. 

With such a large scale of content across the organization, Unilever had to 
focus carefully on strategic alignment, brand consistency, content quality, and 
adequate distribution. 

Unilever Facebook fans

People involved in the content creation process

100M

1,000

Posts created each day

360

+

+



THE NEW MARKETER 

While Unilever is unique in its size, the challenges it faces  
are universal. 

What distinguishes a great marketer is not the ability to build 
individual successes, but to succeed regularly and predictably, 
and now at global scale. As organizations look to iterate 
success, the role of the new marketer has moved from one who 
buys media to one who builds systems. Recognizing the new 
challenge presented to all marketers, Unilever led the charge to 
institute a system for efficient, effective, and consistent global 
brand marketing. 

Unilever’s global media team evaluated technologies and 
approaches from numerous companies. Ultimately, Unilever 
identified Percolate to help solve the challenges of efficiency, 
effectiveness, and consistency for how brands were 
communicating on Facebook. 

For the initial pilot program with Unilever, Percolate was 
selected to work with three brands—Knorr, Hellmann’s, and 
Surf—across fifteen different markets.



To assess Percolate, the program was designed with three groups of KPIs. 

GLOBAL SCALING 

Goal: Implementation, customer support and valuable usage.  
Assessment: Speed at which Unilever could scale a solution across the 
organization, and the quality of integration of the tool in the business 

EFFECTIVENESS AND CONSISTENCY 

Goal: Greater brand consistency of content at a global scale  
Assessment: Greater consistency with brand strategy and visual guidelines 

EFFICIENCY 

Goal: Reducing costs and time required for content production  
Assessment: Reduced cost per post

Establishing goals for the pilot 
program: 
– global scaling 
– effectiveness 
– efficiency



Following demonstrable success during the pilot program, the 
partnership between Unilever and Percolate has expanded to 
over a hundred licenses, covering more than 30 global brands, 
over 40 different agencies, and over 20 separate markets across 
the globe. 

This case study will examine the various ways Percolate has 
helped Unilever build and scale a world-class brand publishing 
capability that support brand growth (equity and penetration) 
through effective and efficient content. The following sections 
will walk through how teams have coordinated activities 
across the globe, improved brand consistency, and potentially 
saved millions of Euros in the process.



1. Global Scaling 
2. Effectiveness & Consistency 
3. Efficiency 
4. Conclusion
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Global Scaling 
How did Unilever scale marketing 
strategies across the enterprise?



Just as a systematic approach  
to publishing drove better  
workflows and efficiencies, 
Percolate’s systematic approach  
to implementation drove fast  
on-boarding and rapid adoption.

AN EFFICIENT PRODUCT ROLLOUT 

For Unilever, one of the initial challenges was to institutionalize a consistent 
global approach to adopting and scaling marketing technologies. A systematic 
approach to brand publishing would only be valuable if it could be easily 
implemented and adopted across the organization for all content (not just social).  

While some software vendors have taken over a year to on-board an 
organization of Unilever’s size, Percolate on-boarded brands and their agency 
partners globally over the span of just a few weeks. On average, global brands 
were regularly creating content within a month of their first training session, 
with many individual licenses up and running in under two weeks. 

How did Unilever and Percolate work together for an efficient product rollout? 

Three brands were selected from across Unilever’s portfolio: Knorr, a brand 
that offers a wide range of soups, stock cubes, bouillons, seasonings and 
sauces; Hellmann’s, America's no. 1 mayonnaise brand; and Surf, a detergent 
brand with a mission to make laundry delightful. Global scaling covered 
Argentina, UK, USA, Germany, South Africa, Indonesia, Brazil, Canada, 
Turkey, Philippines, and global teams.

With the approach defined, Percolate initiated a regimented progression 
moving from global to local teams. Beginning with global teams, Percolate 
customized software for the architecture of the brand, with specific workflows 
designed for all aspects of the marketing process across Unilever internally 
and their agency partners. 



A BLUEPRINT FOR GLOBAL IMPLEMENTATION

Working with Unilever, Percolate developed a staged plan for implementation 
across brands and markets. The below flowchart has been designed as a  
high-level overview of the process. Global teams were engaged to build 
program KPIs and establish brand identities. Local brand teams and their 

agency partners were brought in for market customization and trainings. 
Finally, an assessment led by the Unilever pilot team evaluated the process, 
engaging local champions to assist in the rollout and using feedback to refine 
the approach and develop new features.

1

2

3

Demonstration 
– Select diverse set of pilot brands  
– Walkthrough of product 

Calibration 
– Establish KPIs for pilot by brand 
– Define brand elements, strategies and 

global team workflows

Codification 
– Program brand workflows into system 
– Ingest visual brand elements 

Local Calibration  
– Establish local KPIs by market  
– Define local elements, strategies, and  

local team/agency workflows 

Local Codification 
– Program local workflows  

and software needs  
– Ingest local assets 

Local Training 
– Lead brand training on system 
– Lead agency training on system

Assessment 
– On-boarding surveys to all teams 
– Feature-oriented surveys to all teams 
– Quarterly program status updates

Advocacy 
– Identification of local champions 
– Internal advocacy at global and local levels  

Refinement 
– Feedback used to improve training 
– Feedback used to develop enterprise 

feature suite

Plan 
Global teams

Execute 
Local teams

Analyze 
Pilot team



TRAINING 

Regular trainings guided global brand teams through the setup phase into the 
measurement phase. Brand elements were ingested into technology, 
incorporating both visual and strategic identities.  

With the global brand mapped into Percolate, the implementation process 
scaled outwards to local teams. Similar brand calibration sessions were held 
with each market, allowing brands to generate content that was locally 
relevant and on-brand.  

With the organization and the brand mapped into technology, Percolate’s 
client solutions team trained all users across various features, and teams were 
ready to publish over the course of only a few days.  

RESULTS 

Percolate was able to demonstrate fast implementation for separate brand teams 
across disparate markets. These results were confirmed by a poll conducted 
internally by Unilever’s media team with all participating pilot brands.

Agree that Percolate has been helpful 
throughout the onboarding

Strongly agree Percolate is very easy or 
extremely easy to use vs. other software

%100

92%

Agree that Percolate has fully integrated 
into the way they work on marketing

90%



Effectiveness & Consistency 
How did Unilever build strong brands 
across a diverse set of products, markets, 
and partners?



CONSISTENT BRAND IDENTITY 

Unilever has succeeded over the last 100 years on the strength of its brands. In 
1896, William Lever partnered with the Lumiere Brothers to create the first 
ever piece of branded content: a short, silent film of two women hand-washing 
tubs of laundry, with two cases of Lever Brothers soap placed prominently in 
front of them.  

Since that point, marketing has changed considerably, but the goal has remained 
the same. Marketers are tasked with the challenge of building brand love and 
creating brands with a point of view and clear purpose. The best brands are not 
just a product to buy, they encompass an idea to buy into. 

With brand identity holding such a key place in Unilever’s success, the global 
maintenance of brand equity is critical, a challenge amplified by the high level of 
content required on social. Even as some posts garner high engagement, 
marketers need to ensure that content truly ties back to brand goals. 

Percolate and Unilever codified processes for scalable content creation with 
formalized controls over brand identity. After implementing Percolate, Knorr, 
Hellmann’s, and Surf were able to establish global brand consistency without 
sacrificing local intimacy and relevance. 

Percolate drove an increase in brand consistency, demonstrated through an 
analysis of the visuals used and a qualitative assessment of the content produced.



“Percolate is simple to use and very intuitive. It's essentially a one stop shop for all 
asset needs, and it's really great to be able to put an image together in 5 minutes 
before publishing it. The photo editing tool is really easy to use especially when 
you need to make changes quickly or need to be responsive to something.”

— Christina McDermott, Community Manager at Knorr UK



GLOBAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT 

How do brands find the right image to use? Manual processes 
like email, FTP, or Dropbox were complicated and time-
consuming. Using tools not designed for social publishing 
made it difficult to move quickly. 

The process was even more challenging at a global scale. 
Visuals needed to be tailored to each market by local agencies, 
and with each new team involved, coordinating brand 
consistency became more complex. 

With Percolate, the process was streamlined to allow all 
content, design, local specification, and publishing to happen 
in one governed environment. Global images were hosted in a 
central location in the Percolate Media Library, easily 
accessible by all teams.



“Global image drop is helpful: it makes my life easier and frees up some 
time. You can search variations of images so each market can 
customize it for their audience. What we once had to send to the design 
team to amend, I can now do myself in Percolate.”
— Kirsty Grimes, Lead Community Manager at Surf UK



IMAGE SOURCING 

Outside of centralized control, brands across the globe need to have agility to 
create on-brand, original content. Similar to the challenges with owned media 
management, the process for discovering high-quality, copyright-approved 
images was often time-consuming and expensive. 

Percolate’s Content Marketplace helped Unilever brands scale their written 
and visual content. On-brand stock assets could easily be discovered and 
customized using Percolate’s Image Editor. Ultimately, assets could be 
published, ensuring proper rights management while sustaining high 
standards of quality.

Knorr

Hellmann’s

3,717
1,567

Surf

968

TOTAL IMAGES IN MEDIA LIBRARY 



CUSTOM IMAGE CREATION 

Whether owned or sourced, most visuals require some degree of 
editing, branding, and customization prior to publishing. 
Existing production models made it difficult to scale at the speed 
of digital marketing while maintaining the high standards of 
quality that Unilever brands require. To ensure brand 
consistency and quality, agency partners were used for any 
visual edits—everything from a small tweak to a major redesign. 

To help create more consistent branded visuals, Percolate 
worked with Knorr’s lead agency to customize the Percolate 
Image Editor, the first visual editing software specifically 
designed to help brands create consistent content. All custom 
visual identity elements were pre-loaded into the tool, allowing 
for scalable, governed image creation. The agency design team 
was then able to use their time on more conceptual projects for 
Knorr UK and their larger marketing efforts. 



Content Analysis 
Brand equity on social needed to be evaluated in a timely enough fashion to be 
actionable. For brands like Knorr, simply looking at the core metrics was not 
providing actionable insight, and manually diving deeper into the numbers 
took too long to be applicable.  

90% of pilot teams used Percolate analytics regularly. Over time, Percolate 
generated a full content taxonomy - an analysis of the kinds of content a brand 
has produced and where they have seen the best results. The use of centralized 
topics drove the focus on brand consistency and helped develop a consistent, 
coherent voice. 

GLOBAL STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT 

Brand Consistency 
In addition to visual consistency, strong brands required strategic alignment for 
brand equity across the globe. Again, the scale and speed of digital marketing 
made alignment and coordination a new kind of challenge - particularly as more 
markets and agency partners became involved in the process.  

To help guide Unilever marketers through on-brand content creation, 
Percolate created a tool called Brand Prompts - a gate to ensure consistency. 
Brand Prompts offer a series of questions teams must ask themselves prior to 
publishing to ensure that the tone, visual identity, and topic are all matched to 
brand goals.  

Brand Prompts work for experienced and inexperienced markets alike. For 
less experienced markets, Brand Prompts served as a simple questionnaire 
which guided content creation and drove brand consistency.  

For experienced markets like the United States, Knorr enabled Brand Prompts 
on a set cadence, presenting the team with regular reminders of the brand’s 
objectives, tone, and identity. The feature ensured high quality marketing 
without interfering with workflows or delaying the publishing process. 



RESULTS 

With the help of Percolate’s tools for ensuring visual and strategic consistency, 
all content focused on building brand equity and featured high-quality, 
relevant visuals that contributed to the goal of building strong brands. 

Surf Philippines 
With the Percolate Image Editor, Surf easily overlaid custom text using the 

brand’s specific fonts and colors to create an original piece of content. Using 

Percolate’s Media Library, Surf was able to organize all of their owned assets 

for easy discovery, customization, and distribution.

Hellmann’s Brazil 
Percolate offers access to tens of millions of customizable stock photographs, 

which were used to create high-quality, consistent brand content. With the 

Percolate Image Editor, Hellmann’s could easily drag and drop brand assets 

onto an image, including logos and product shots. 

Knorr Argentina 
With planning in the same environment as content creation, teams like Knorr 

could build and track content around a specific set of topics and hashtags. 

Percolate’s Brand Prompts (see previous page) guided content creation for all 

teams, ensuring strategic alignment with the Knorr brand identity. 



Efficiency 
How did Unilever scale marketing 
without scaling costs?



IMPROVING WORKFLOWS 

Unilever is a highly planned, campaign-orientated marketing 
organization. Changes in social and content placed new demands 

on its operating model, leading a shift away from traditional 

techniques for planning and communicating marketing activities.  

For Unilever, the level of complexity across the organization made 

the marketing cycle (displayed to the right) even more 

challenging, with many different brand teams and agency partners 

planning, creating, documenting, and approving content.  

Percolate was used to expedite the process, freeing agencies to 
build and activate strategic-creative content briefs. Percolate 

helped to reduce the burden on account management, thereby 

freeing up the time of Unilever marketers to focus on more 

strategic initiatives.  

The following pages illustrate how Percolate assisted Unilever 

brands at every step of the marketing process, streamlining 

communications and improving workflows. 



STREAMLINED WORKFLOWS AT EVERY STEP

BRAND Rather than printed marketing playbooks, brand guidelines were built into technology for both visual appearance and strategic goals. Brand 
Prompts offered quick, integrated guidelines for consistency to both experienced and inexperienced teams. 

PLAN Percolate’s Content Planner centralized calendar creation and publishing workflows in one consolidated tool. With brand content pillars were 
integrated with content planning, the Content Planner easily guided the creation process. 

INSPIRE Percolate’s audience brews surfaced timely and relevant content, tailored to match brand content pillars, reducing the time required to 
identify and compile trends and conversations. 

SOURCE
Images could be found within centralized Media Library and were easily searchable by tag and source. Percolate partners made it easy to 
search & customize relevant, royalty-free images. Percolate’s Photographer app and User-Generated Content sourcing functionality made 
legally acquiring UGC and employee content easy and safe.

CREATE
Images were edited in Percolate image editor and easily customized for each specific brand and market. Most edits could be easily 
completed by any team member, rather than by specialists or designers. Posts were planned, created, and approved in a single 
collaborative environment, and approvals were centralized in Percolate desktop and mobile apps. 

PUBLISH Content was published across multiple platforms and scheduled to go out at predetermined times. 

ENGAGE Percolate monitoring allowed teams to track conversations around keywords, hashtags and phrases. Cross-platform social mentions and 
replies were tracked in one place, and all conversations were captured and teams easily managed responses. 

ANALYZE Post and page performance tracked in a single dashboard, with graphs created around the most relevant metrics. Percolate analytics parsed 
and displayed data by content pillars and tags, allowing brands to glean actionable insights. 



Working with Unilever, Percolate removed points of friction from three specific 

areas of content creation - inspiration, collaborative creation, and approvals.  

With consumers producing and consuming content at unprecedented rates, 

one of the most common challenges is producing enough unique, relevant 

content across social channels. Hellmann’s Canada needed a new way to find 

inspiration for content production.   

Percolate created and refined a series of Brews - dashboards of recommended 

content powered by audience groups relevant to the brand. As part of her 

morning routine, Meagan Hamel, the social media content strategist at 

Harbinger, would look through the Brews to gain inspiration for the 

Hellmann’s content calendar. This helped to reduce the amount of time 

Meagan spent figuring out what to say each day.  

Unilever brands used Percolate’s content planner and scheduling tools to 

manage collaborative content creation. With a content planner directly 
integrated into the publishing environment, agency and brand teams were able 

to streamline feedback internally and externally, and made any necessary 

quickly adjustments before pushing content live. 



The time saved by agencies and Unilever has a potential cost benefit. Based on 

Percolate’s internal estimates, Unilever has significantly decreased the cost 

per post. Applied broadly across the Unilever organization, Percolate 

estimates this can generate annual savings of more than $10 million on 

content production. 

At global scale, Percolate’s tool for content planning, feedback, and publishing 

allowed for better optics into what various markets are publishing and 

facilitated the sharing of best practices in real time. 

Similar to content planning, approval processes take up lots of valuable time 

for brand marketers - and even more time when applied at a global scale. 
Working with Percolate, agency teams were able to significantly reducing the 

time associated with approvals, generating marked increases in content 

output in certain cases. 

Estimated annual savings on content 
production

$10M +

“Percolate has made the process of ideation smarter and the publishing of content more efficient. 
And by aggregating influencers and themes through our Brews and Briefs we’ve been able to 
surface highly relevant content and topics in a timely manner to share with our community.”



Conclusion 
Building systematic marketing at 
global scale



Percolate has created a 
system for building strong, 
consistent brands at global 
scale—a key to driving sales 
across channels.

The pilot program between Unilever and Percolate demonstrated success in 

the three areas of assessment - scaling across the enterprise, establishing 

global brand consistency, and driving production efficiencies.  

Learnings from the pilot period were used to refine the process as the pilot has 
scaled from the initial three brands to dozens of others across the globe. A 

systematic approach to on-boarding drove broad adoption and usage, with 

plans in place to operate across all relevant Unilever brands. 

Percolate has created a system for building strong, consistent brands at global 

scale—a key to driving sales across channels. Throughout the pilot, Percolate 

enabled greater rates of production without additional resources, decreasing 

the average cost per post significantly.  

The hallmark of a great marketer is one who produces regular, predictable 
success. With Percolate, Unilever is building a systematic, scalable framework 

for successful marketing. 



Percolate is The System of Record for Marketing.  
Our technology helps the world's largest and fastest-growing 
brands at every step of the marketing process.  

Want to learn more?  

Contact learn@percolate.com for more information  

or request a demo today at percolate.com/request-demo

mailto:learn@percolate.com
http://percolate.com/request-demo

